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oil from reaching Germany. Thus oil made the Mexican oilfield a political
storm center for many years.
In certain respects the relation of Japan to the coal mines of China is
like that of the United States to the oil of Mexico. A progressive country
needs fuel which a less progressive country has in abundance, but is not
using and has not known how to develop without outside aid. Japan
elected to get Chinese coal by means of war. Thus thcjact that_a^back-
ward country contains rich supplies^of a valuablejource °^^^S^L
riselo"one"of the most difficult of political problems?
The Great Users of Mineral Wealth
The way in which pipe lines for both gas and oil run toward the
northeastern manufacturing section of the United States, or else toward
seaports from which it is easy to ship oil to that section, or to the similar
section of Europe, illustrates one of the most important principles in the
geography of minerals. This principle is that, nojnatte^in what part of
the earth a mineral occurs, therejs^ a tendency for "the most advanced
parts of t£rworld~to~gertn6re"tKah their share df^e^e"oFitr"'Torput
the matfgr Tn'annrTi^	fuels are the
most progressive nations, especially those parts of them that are highly
industrialized. A region such as Scotland, Germany, Switzerland, New
York State, or California gets the minerals that it needs no matter whether
it produces them itself or has to seek them far away. Thus there is a
constant flow of both metals and fuels from regions of rclarively~iittlc
development to those of highest development^ The more unusuat a
mineral is, the greater is the tendency. Such metals as vanadium, rubium,
and tungsten, for example, are useless except in a few small regions where
special kinds of steel are made or highly complex chemical processes are
carried out. Therefore, wherever these materials may be produced, they
are sure to be shipped to those few areas for final use.
This same principle is true even in application to such common com-
modities as iron and coal. Iron ores are normally brou
hut^this happens mainly when coal mines are located close to one of the
activcindustrial regagJ^^suciTas^eat PriteinJ^many, or the part of the
UnitedStates fromBuffalo to Chicago* The woHaTtergesr^nd best coal
deposits happen to be located in these regions, and naturally considerable
coal is shipped away from them. The significant fact about this, however,
is that most of the coal goes either to other parts of the industrial sections,
such as New York, New England, Minnesota, our Pacific Coast, France,
and Italy, or to places where it will be used in ships or factories which
are financed and managed by people from the industrial sections. The

